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*Counter Terrorism 
*High Profile Protection 
*Corporate Security 
*Child/Family Protection 
*School Safety Plans 
*House of Worship Security  
*Transportation Security     
   Airports, Trains, Buses 
*Hospital/Medical Security 

 *Law Enforcement Training 
*Combat Shooting/Apprehension 
*Surveillance/Undercover 
*Citizen Counter Terror Training 
*Legal Use of Force 
*Crowd Management/Riots* 
*Regional Security Committees 
*Threat Assessments 
* Research & Investigations 

 
   Jewish Security Council Emergency Meeting 
Shalom, 
Media, Community Leaders and Police officials are being invited to our emergency meeting tonight.   
 
We are meeting this evening at 8 PM at the Sharei Tova Synagogue at 82-33 Lefferts Blvd. Kew Gardens 
Queens NY 11415 on the corner of Abingdon Road. 
 
FACT:   
No police agency can protect any synagogue if a terrorist enters and attacks.  There has to be zero response time.  
Coordinated trained responses must occur.  Police will always be the backup. 
 
Perhaps the worst attack on the Jewish community in US history occurred yesterday as we all know. 
We have been pleading to community leaders for years to be more proactive yet the response was dismal. 
Most synagogues and Jewish Days Schools are extremely vulnerable with little or no security. 
 
Our regional security committees hope to put in place a preventive investigative plan and a training program to 
mitigate damages should another attack occur which includes Emergency Medical Training.    
  
We have a basic procedural House of Worship assessment and training program for synagogues willing to participate 
and for the more serious and physically able an active shooter 100-hour course of combat shooting and apprehension. 
  
We are working with legislators in NY PA and FL about getting laws passed that would facilitate our goals. 
  
We need to raise the requisite funds to pay for the preventive investigations and training for every synagogue and 
Jewish institution that will participate.   We hope to raise the funds so all Jewish institutions will be able to participate 
and not just those that can afford it. 
 
Investigations and training have to be ongoing as they are all perishable skills. 
 
Regular meetings updating our communities will occur.  We will have a legislative security conference next month 
and hope to have joint police and congregant security drills. 
 
We are also seeking volunteers who can assist us in contacting legislators, police and in educating the community. 
 
With God’s help.  
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